Paint Cleaning Clay Holder Pad

Thank you for selecting this quality Griot's product. Please read and understand all instructions before using the Paint Cleaning Clay Holder Pad, which is suitable for use with our Professional Random Orbital or by hand. Enjoy the best!

Useful Information
Start by centering the pad on the hook and loop backing plate or holder. Work the clay bar into the shape of the holding pocket. Paint Cleaning Clay is very sticky so when handling it you should wear latex gloves or apply a light coating of Speed Shine® on your hands. This will help keep it from sticking to your skin. Spray the inside of the pocket with more Speed Shine® before placing the clay inside the pad. This helps to remove the clay bar when you are finished with it. Once inside the holder, flatten the clay so that it is flush with the surface of the pad (Picture A). Spray the pad, clay and the surface to be cleaned with Speed Shine®. Imagine an area in the shape of a square on the panel (normally I start with a quarter of the hood). Go across the panel, left to right and then up and down (Picture B). If using a random orbital, set the speed to the lowest settings, #1. Use plenty of Speed Shine® to lubricate the surface. When finished, wipe the surface dry and proceed to the next area. It's best to remove the clay from the holder between sections and fold it over to get a fresh new surface. Flatten out the clay bar into the shape of the holding pocket, making sure you spray the pocket with Speed Shine® before placing the clay inside the pad. When finished you may clean the pad with warm water. There may be some clay residue left inside the pocket. This is normal. Large chunks can be picked out and worked back into the Paint Cleaning Clay if it is clean and usable. Dirty chunks should be discarded. Note: It is normal for the Paint Cleaning Clay Holder Pad to yellow slightly when exposed to UV light.

Disclaimer
Griot's Garage is not responsible for any misuse of the Paint Cleaning Clay Holder Pad for any injury or damage incurred to any person or object related to the Paint Cleaning Clay Holder Pad.

Answers to Your Questions
Should you want to order more Paint Cleaning Clay Holder Pad (10631) or for a complete selection of quality Griot's Garage products, please write or call us toll-free at 800-345-5789. Or visit our website at www.griotsgarage.com.

Have fun in your garage!*